Abstract. Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are transcripts characterized by >200 nucleotides, without validated protein production. Previous studies have demonstrated that certain lncRNAs have a critical role in the initiation and development of acute myeloid leukemia (AML). In the present study, the subtype-specific lncRNAs in AML was identified. Following the exclusion of the subtype-specific lncRNAs, the prognostic value of lncRNAs was investigated and a three-lncRNA expression-based risk score [long intergenic non-protein coding RNA 926, family with sequence similarity 30 member A and LRRC75A antisense RNA 1 (LRRC75A-AS1)] was developed for AML patient prognosis prediction by analyzing the RNA-seq data of AML patients from Therapeutically Available Research to Generate Effective Treatments (TARGET) and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) projects. In the training set obtained from TARGET, patients were divided into poor and favorable prognosis groups by the median risk score. The prognostic effectiveness of this lncRNA risk score was confirmed in the validation set obtained from TCGA by the same cut-off. Furthermore, the lncRNA risk score was identified as an independent prognostic factor in the multivariate analysis. As further verification of the independent prognostic power of the lncRNA risk score, stratified analysis was performed by a cytogenetics risk group and revealed a consistent result. The prognostic predictive ability of the risk score was compared with the cytogenetics risk group by time-dependent receiver operating characteristic curves analysis. It was revealed that the combination of the lncRNA risk score and cytogenetics risk group provided a higher prognostic value than a single prognostic factor. The present study also performed co-expression analysis to predict the potential regulatory mechanisms of these lncRNAs in a cis/trans/competing endogenous RNA manner. The results suggested that LRRC75A-AS1 was highly associated with the target genes of transcription factors tumor protein 53 and ETS variant 6. Overall, these results highlighted the use of the three-lncRNA expression-based risk score as a potential molecular biomarker to predict the prognosis in AML patients.
Introduction
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a highly heterogeneous hematopoietic malignancy with an incidence of approximately 3/100,000 per year (1) . Current treatment approaches have resulted in a cure rate of 35% in younger AML patients and 15% in older patients (2, 3) . Based on the NCCN Guidelines for AML, prognosis prediction methods and therapy selected predominantly based on validated cytogenetics which divide the AML patients into favorable, intermediate and poor risk status (2, 4) . However, some patients eventually relapse despite the lack of adverse risk factors (5) . Therefore, optimized biomarkers are necessary in order to refine the prognosis of AML patients.
Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are defined as non-protein-coding RNA transcripts longer than 200 bp. Recently, certain lncRNAs have been reported to exhibit a role in AML. For example, lncRNA CRNDE has been demonstrated to be associated with the classification and total survival of AML patients through regulating proliferation, apoptosis and cell cycle of AML cells (6) . Furthermore, Garzon et al (7) derived a lncRNA score composed of 48 lncRNAs for prognostic prediction of cytogenetically normal AML. Notably, the majority of the 48 lncRNAs associated with survival do not associate with known prognostic gene mutations in the study (7) . LncRNA prognostic marker independent of known specific subtype will improve survival prediction of AML.
LncRNAs function through regulation of mRNA expression. Previous studies reported that lncRNAs regulate transcription via local (cis) and long distance (trans) mechanisms. Cis-regulation is identified as when the transcription of an lncRNA affects the expression levels of its neighbor genes. Trans-regulation is when that lncRNA can interact with a transcriptional factor (TF) thereby influencing the expression of the TF of target genes. In the competing endogenous (ce) RNA hypothesis, lncRNAs compete with the mRNAs containing the same microRNA (miRNA) response elements for binding the miRNAs, thereby influencing the expression of the miRNA target genes (8) .
The present study aimed to build an lncRNA risk score to refine AML patient prognostic classification by analyzing AML patients from Therapeutically Available Research to Generate Effective Treatments (TARGET) and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project. Furthermore, we predicted the potential target of the prognostic lncRNAs in cis/trans/ceRNA regulation.
Materials and methods
Acquisition of TCGA and TARGET AML data. The RNA-seq data and corresponding clinical information of AML patients in TARGET and TCGA project were downloaded from Genomic Data Commons Data Portal (portal.gdc.cancer.gov/). Data of acute promyelocytic leukemia in TCGA were filtered out as the therapy and prognosis for acute promyelocytic leukemia patients differs from other subtypes of AML and there were no acute promyelocytic leukemia patients in the TARGET project. Following further removal of data without complete clinical information, a total of 340 TARGET AML samples and 162 TCGA AML samples were investigated in the present study. Based on the GENCODE project long non-coding RNA annotation file (version 26, GRCh38), we obtained the Reads Per Kilobase per Million (RPKM) mapped reads expression data of lncRNAs from level 3 RNA-seq data of TARGET and TCGA.
Identification of subtype-specific lncRNAs. Differentially expressed subtype-specific lncRNAs were calculated using DESeq (version 1.6.1) (9) by comparing the lncRNA expression of a specific class of AML samples with the other AML samples at selection cut-off fold change >2 and false discovery rate <0.05. The lncRNAs differentially expressed in a certain AML subtype in both TARGET and TCGA projects were considered subtype-specific lncRNAs.
Statistical analysis. After excluding the subtype-specific lncRNAs, the remaining subtype independent lncRNAs were evaluated in the prediction of patient event-free survival (EFS) by univariable cox regression analysis in the TARGET project. The univariable Cox regression analysis was calculated between lncRNA gene expression presented as log 2 (RPKM+1) and patient EFS as days. LncRNAs were considered significantly correlated with patient survival at a threshold of P<0.05. Random survival forests variable hunting (RSFVH) algorithm was carried out to minimize the lncRNAs selected (10) . The error rate in the RSFVH model was calculated by 1,000 permutation runs. Then, the selected lncRNAs were subjected to multivariate Cox regression analysis and the risk score was constructed by estimated regression coefficients in the multivariable Cox regression and expression of lncRNAs. The median risk score was selected in the training set as a cut-off dividing the patients into low-and high-risk groups. The Kaplan-Meier method was used to compare the survival difference between the low-and high-risk groups in training and validation sets. Multivariate Cox analysis and Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of cytogenetic stratified AML patients was used to identify the three lncRNAs expression signature as an independent prognostic factor. The sensitivity and specificity of the lncRNA expression signature was evaluated by the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) of five years EFS. Cox regression, Kaplan-Meier survival analysis and ROC were performed using Statistical software R (version 3.3.3; www.r-project.org/) and survival package, survival ROC package, time ROC package, survminer package based on software R (11, 12) .
Co-expression network construction and investigation of cis/trans/ceRNA regulation. We computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between the mRNA and lncRNA expression levels. The mRNA-lncRNA pairs with absolute Pearson correlation coefficient >0.5 and P<0.001 in both TCGA and TARGET projects were selected for co-expression network construction.
We identified the genomic distance of the co-expressed lncRNA-mRNA pairs, and the pairs located at the same chromosome within 300 kb were identified as potentially cis-regulated.
For trans prediction, we focused on the idea that lncRNA may interact with TFs and trans-regulate the expression levels of the target gene of the TF. We used iRegulon plugin within cytoscape software to predict the potential associated TF from the co-expressed gene set of the given lncRNA (13) . The target set of TFs with Normalized Enrichment Score (NES) >5 were considered as significantly enriched.
For ceRNA network analysis, we searched the lncRNAmRNA pairs for the same miRNA seed sequence binding site. The miRNA binding sites of lncRNAs were predicted by miRcode (www.mircode.org/) and the miRNA-mRNA relationships were predicted by Targetscan (www.targetscan.org/).
Results
In the present study, we identified subtype independent prognostic lncRNAs, constructed a lncRNA risk score and explored the potential lncRNA functional mechanisms in cis/trans/ceRNA regulation based on a co-expression network. The framework of this study was presented in Fig. 1 .
Identification of subtype dependent lncRNAs.
A total number of 15778 lncRNAs were recorded in current human GENCODE release (version 27). A total of 655 of these lncRNAs had stable expression profiling in both the TCGA and TARGET AML datasets (RPKM >1 and read count >200 in >50% patients). The heatmap of these lncRNAs in the TARGET and TCGA projects are shown in Fig. 2 . To work out subtype independent prognostic lncRNAs, we first identified subtype-specific lncRNAs according to the French-American-British (FAB) system, gene mutations and cytogenetic abnormality.
It was revealed that CRNDE, AP002761.1, AC009506.1, LINC01637, AL391832.2 and LINC02081 were highly expressed in the FAB M5 subtype ( Fig. 3A and B) .
Gene mutations revealed that LINC00982, WT1-AS and LINC0147 were highly expressed in Flt3-itd mutation for AML; HOTAIRM1 and HOXB-AS3 were highly expressed in NPM1 mutation for AML; LINC01252 was highly expressed in CEBPA mutation for AML ( Fig. 3C and D) .
As for cytogenetic abnormalities, we identified that AP003774.3, AC021915.2 and AC129507.1 were highly expressed in AML with inv16 ( Fig. 3E and F) .
Construction of subtype independent prognostic model based on lncRNA expression. As there were more AML patients in the TARGET database than the TCGA, TARGET AML samples were classified the training set and TCGA AML samples as validation set (14) . After filtering out subtype specific lncRNAs, we identified 25 potential prognostic factors that were significantly correlated with the patients' EFS (P<0.05) in the TARGET project.
To build a more practical model for prediction, we performed the RSFVH algorithm. First, we obtained a prediction with a 0.39 error rate using all 25 potential prognostic lncRNAs as variables (Fig. 4A) , and then the variable importance was shown in Fig. 4B .
Then, we calculated the error rate of using smaller number of lncRNAs as variables and found that the error rate was relatively high when using one or two lncRNAs. When using three lncRNA as variables, the lowest error rate combination (LINC00926+LRRC75A-AS1+FAM30A) reached 0.391 which was close to 0.39 (Fig. 4C ). Following this, we subjected the three lncRNAs to multivariate Cox regression model for EFS outcome of 340 TARGET AML patients (Table I ). The lncRNAs (LINC00926, LRRC75A-AS1) with negative coefficients suggested that higher expressions were associated with favorable survival and the remaining lncRNA (FAM30A) with a positive coefficient suggested higher expression was related to poor survival.
A three-lncRNA signature predicts the survival of AML patients in the training set. We constructed a formula according to the expression level of three lncRNA for EFS outcome in 340 TARGET AML samples using the multivariate Cox regression model as follows: (-0.2763 x expression level of LRRC75A-AS1) + (0.0822 x expression level of FAM30A) + (-0.1418 x expression level of LINC00926). Fig. 5 shows that patients with low-risk scores tended to express high levels of protective lncRNAs (LRRC75A-AS1, LINC00926), whereas patients with high-risk scores tended to express high levels of risky lncRNA (FAM30A). Using the median of risk score (-2.380) as the cut-off point, patients were divided into a high-risk group (score >-2.380, N=170) and a low-risk group (score ≤-2.380, N=170). We observed that AML patients with high-risk scores had lower EFS rates (log-rank, P=0.00012) and OS rates (log-rank, P<0.0001) compared with those with low-risk scores. To validate our findings, we also classified patients in the TCGA AML set into a high-risk group (N=78) and a low-risk group (N=84) using the same cut-off value. Consistent with the findings described above, patients in the high-risk group suffered significantly poorer EFS (log-rank, P=0.0013) and OS (log-rank, P=0.011) compared with those in the low-risk group (Fig. 6) .
A three-lncRNA signature is independent of the cytogenetics risk group. Before evaluating whether the survival prediction based on the three-lncRNA signature was independent of clinical factors, the correlation between clinical factors and the patients' EFS was examined using univariable Cox regression model in TCGA and TARGET. As presented in Table II , we found that only the cytogenetics risk group was closely associated with EFS in all clinical factors. Additionally, multivariate Cox regression analysis revealed that the three-lncRNA signature and cytogenetics risk group were both independent factors in prognosis prediction in the TCGA AML sets, TARGET AML sets and merged sets as presented in Table III. In the stratified analysis, the merged data set of TCGA and TARGET was divided into favorable, intermediate and poor group according to the cytogenetics risk group and the result showed that the three-lncRNA risk score may further divide AML patients into high-risk and low-risk subgroup within each group (Fig. 7) .
Evaluation of the three-lncRNA signature performance by ROC curve analysis. To compare the sensitivity and specificity of the three-lncRNA signature in AML EFS outcome, time dependent ROC curves analysis was performed for the three-lncRNA signature and cytogenetics risk group. The AUROC was determined and compared between these two prognostic factors for five-year EFS in the merged set of TCGA and TARGET. Fig. 8 shows that the AUROC of the three-lncRNA signature was 0.710, and the AUROC of the cytogenetics risk group was 0.692. There was no significant difference between the AUROC of the three-lncRNA risk score with risk status based on validated cytogenetics and molecular abnormalities (P=0.8574). However, we observed that the combination of lncRNA risk score and cytogenetics risk group was a more effective prognostic prediction than each individually (AUROC=0.764, P=0.0069).
LncRNAs target prediction and potential regulation mechanisms.
At present, the functions of most lncRNAs have not yet been elucidated. To predict the potential target of the three lncRNAs, we constructed a co-expression network based on the Pearson correlation between the mRNAs and lncRNAs of the given lncRNAs in both TARGET and TCGA projects (Fig. 9A) . The red nodes in Fig. 8 represent the mRNAs and the blue diamonds indicate the lncRNAs. In the network, LRRC75A-AS1 regulated most mRNAs (203 mRNAs), followed by FAM30A (99 mRNAs) and then LINC00926 (7 mRNAs). In the result of multivariate Cox regression, these three lncRNAs were independent prognostic factors for AML. No common target was found among the three lncRNAs in this network.
Based on the co-expression network, we explored the potential regulatory mechanism of the lncRNA-mRNA pairs in cis/trans/ceRNA regulation.
A nearby gene that is located <300 kb upstream or downstream from the given lncRNA may be the potential cis target. However, none of the three lncRNAs were significantly co-expressed with a nearby gene (data not shown).
As for trans-regulation, it is reported that lncRNA can interact with TFs thereby influencing the expression of the TF target genes. We applied iRegulon to study whether the co-expressed gene sets of the three lncRNAs were overlapping with TF target genes. There were two significant TF enrichments of LRRC75A-AS1 co-expressed genes, TP53 and ETV6. The top scored TF for LRRC75A-AS1 was TP53 with an NES of 7.270 with 38 direct targets, followed by ETV6 (NES=6.473, 52 direct targets) (Fig. 9B) . No significant TF enrichments of FAM30A and LINC00926 were identified (Fig. 9B) .
In the ceRNA hypothesis, lncRNAs can compete with the mRNAs containing the same miRNA response elements that bind the miRNAs, thereby influencing the expression of the miRNA target genes. We constructed ceRNA networks based on lncRNA/miRNA and miRNA/mRNA interactions. The lncRNA-mRNA pairs that had positively correlated expression profiles and shared at least one common miRNA target were selected for ceRNA network construction. We identified 33 mRNAs as the ceRNA of LRRC75A-AS1, 39 mRNAs as the ceRNA of FAM30A and 6 mRNAs as the ceRNA of LINC00926 (Fig. 9C) .
Discussion
AML is a highly heterogeneous hematopoietic malignancy with a poor outcome. Despite the advances in the risk classification for AML, some patients eventually relapse, even with lack of adverse risk factors. This may result from undiscovered prognostic factors which may refine disease classification. In this study, we first identified the subtype-specific lncRNAs through different expression analysis of clinical and genetic subtypes of AML. Among the subtype-specific lncRNAs, HOTAIRM1 and HOXB-AS3 were reported in previous studies to be upregulated in NPM1-mutated AML, in addition to WT1-AS in AML with Flt3-itd (7,15). Following exclusion of the subtype-specific lncRNAs, the present study investigated the associations between lncRNA expression and clinical characters and identified three-lncRNAs (LINC00926, FAM30A, LRRC75A-AS1) significantly associated with AML patient survival in the training set (TARGET). A prognostic risk score based on the three-lncRNA expression signature was constructed and was efficiently able to divide patients into a different prognostic subgroup. The model was further validated in the testing set (TCGA). It was then confirmed to be an independent prognostic predictor for patients with AML. ROC analysis result showed that the three-lncRNA risk score was competitive for survival prediction. Furthermore, the combination of the three-lncRNA expression signature and the cytogenetics risk group was more informative than each of them individually. AML patients in TARGET were treated in three clinical trials: CCG2961 (NCT00003790) (n=45); AAML03P1 (NCT00070174) (n=57); AAML0531 (NCT01407757) (n=238) (NCT01723657). Briefly, the induction regimen of CCG2961 was 5-drug combination chemotherapy consisting of dexamethasone, cytarabine, thioguanine, etoposide, and rubidomycin (daunomycin) (DCTER) or IdaDCTER which replaced ------------------------------------------------------------- C, TCGA+TARGET set rubidomycin with IDA at 4:1 ratio in the 5-drug combination while in AAML03P1 and AAML0531, it consisted of standard chemotherapy with or without gemtuzumab ozogamicin.
Univariable cox model ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Patients with an unfavorable lncRNA score had lower CR rates in AAML03P1 (P=0.0022, OR=0.0952) and AAML0531 (P=5.375e-11, OR=0.1422). There was no significant different CR rates in CCG2961 in the comparison between favorable and unfavorable patients (P=0.6641, OR=0.6933). Among the TCGA AML patients, therapeutic regimen consisted of a seven-day continuous infusion of cytarabine plus 3 days of an anthracycline (7+3) (n=58) contained the enough patients for analysis of CR rate and no significant difference in the comparison between favorable and unfavorable patients was observed (P=0.6006, OR=0.7563).
It was reported that lncRNAs function through cis, trans and ceRNA regulatory mechanisms to impact the transcription of protein-coding genes (8, 16) . We identified two significant TF enrichments of LRRC75A-AS1 co-expressed genes, TP53 and ETV6.
TP53 is a well-known tumor suppressor participating in the DNA damage response. TP53-deficient hematopoietic stem cells exhibited high levels of apoptosis and subsequently induction of cancer development under conditions of DNA damage. In a recent study, AML patients with TP53 mutations were defined as an additional AML subgroup and exhibited a worse prognosis (17) . The ETV6 gene encodes a transcriptional repressor that plays a critical role in hematopoiesis. Loss of function of ETV6 resulting from mutations or deregulated expression can contribute to leukemogenesis (18) .
According to the ceRNA hypothesis, lncRNA acts as a molecular sponge for miRNA thereby regulates the target genes of the miRNA. We constructed the ceRNA network based on the co-expression network. VEGFA was a VEGF family member that was associated with poor prognosis in AML through VEGFA signaling regulating both normal hematopoiesis and AML (19, 20) . The lncRNA FAM30A may promote VEGFA expression as a ceRNA targeting miR-29-3p.
Previous works have reported some prognostic lncRNAs in AML, such as CRNDE (6), LINC01268 (LOC285758) (21), HOTAIRM1 (15, 22) , H19 (23) . LINC01268 was presented in 25 potential prognostic factors which was significantly correlated with the patients' EFS (Fig. 4) . CRNDE and HOTAIRM1 showed a subtype specific expression pattern that they might be more suitable for disease classification than prognosis. H19 was reported as an independent prognostic marker and significantly upregulated in patients with AML-M2. The reason why H19 cannot be validated in TARGET database might be the different between populations and ages. The AML patients in TARGET database was based on pediatric Hispanic or Latino, whereas the AML patients in work of Zhao et al (23) were Chinese adult. The area under the curve was calculated for ROC curves, and sensitivity and specificity were calculated to assess the score performance. ROC, receiver operating characteristic; lncRNA, long non-coding RNA. Limitation of this study should be acknowledged. First, to make more reliable result for prognosis, we filtered the low expression lncRNAs by RPKM>1 and read count >200 in >50% patients. Thus, various low expression lncRNAs were excluded which might be potentially correlated with AML patients' prognosis. Although TCGA and TARGET projects were both large and comprehensive cancer genomics datasets, the patients were pediatric from TARGET and adult from TCGA. It also revealed that the three-lncRNA risk score was a robust model for survival prediction. Even through the three lncRNAs signature was verified as a prognostic biomarker in TCGA and TARGET project. Experimental studies such as clinical trials were still necessary to avoid the possibilities of false positives. A series of experiments were needed to uncover the lncRNA function and mechanism in cancer.
In conclusion, our data demonstrated that risk score based on three lncRNA expression levels was an independent prognostic biomarker that refined clinical classification. Further multivariate Cox regression analysis has shown that the three-lncRNA signature was an independent prognostic factor. Furthermore, LRRC75A-AS1 may regulate TP53 and ETV6 target genes in trans manner. Potential mRNA-lncRNA pairs were identified as ceRNA based on co-expression network. Practically, the combination of our three-lncRNA signature and cytogenetic risk group achieved a significant improvement in AML patient prognostic prediction compared with either alone.
